RESPONSE TO THE GAZETTE NEWSPAPER ARTICLES PUBLISHED 26 MARCH 2019
Wilderness Holdings has a long reputation of transparent engagement with the media as we value greatly the role they play in keeping our stakeholders informed about our organisation. Wilderness is proudly Botswana’s leading indigenous
ecotourism operator and has been committed to conservation and development in the country for 35 years. As a business born in Botswana and with 1,100 Batswana in our organisation, we are always keen to ensure that Batswana, who are
obviously a key stakeholder, are always informed about developments in the Group. It is with this background that we felt it necessary to address a number of inaccuracies that have been published in the Gazette Newspaper.
Responding by way of an advertorial is not how we would normally respond, however due to our proposed de-listing it is vital that all are clear on the facts.
On 26 March 2019, the Gazette Newspaper published two articles concerning the Wilderness Holdings group entitled “Wilderness ducks into the shadow world” and “How Wilderness cashed in”. These articles contained many allegations
concerning Wilderness that are simply unfounded and damaging to the Group’s interests. A significant number of these statements demonstrate a lack of understanding of how business and companies operate. The purpose of this response is
therefore to identify and correct the most important of these many errors.
We do this to ensure that the valued readers of the Gazette newspaper, and our shareholders (both on the BSEL and JSE), are provided with the facts so that they can make informed decisions about Wilderness.
Article one was titled - “Wilderness ducks into the shadow world” (sic)
Gazette Newspaper statement

Correct facts

“By moving to de-list…will ensure that Wilderness’s (sic) financial dealings
are removed from the public scrutiny and become a private and secretive
affair.”

Firstly, it is important to recognise that an Offer and de-listing such as is being contemplated here is a completely normal and routine practise. This is demonstrated
by the fact that the regulations of both stock exchanges make specific provision for such processes. Other companies have de-listed off both the Botswana Stock
Exchange Limited and JSE and did not attract negative comment in the press.
Secondly, it is not true that the decision to de-list the company is motivated by a need to remove it from public scrutiny and make it a secretive affair. No evidence
is advanced in the article to support this claim. This statement would then suggest that ALL companies not on an exchange do so to avoid such oversight. We would
still need to provide audited accounts to BURS, have a board of directors that represent the various shareholders, and remain subject to oversight by the Botswana
Accountancy Oversight Authority, etc. All these governance standards remain.

-

“Through The Rise Fund, which holds more than a third of Wilderness
stake (sic), the company will enjoy tax incentives in Mauritius.” and;

These statements display a fundamental lack of understanding of how companies and business operate and in particular of the distinction between a company and
its shareholders:

-

“Mauritius…has no taxes for offshore companies and offshore bank
accounts…” and;

-

We know of no way in which a company can benefit from the tax status of its shareholder/s or from any tax or other laws existing in the country/s of domicile
of its shareholders;

-

“Wilderness will, through its major shareholder, The Rise Fund enjoy
these benefits.”

-

As a Botswana company, Wilderness will continue to pay taxes, as required, in the country, regardless of the domicile of its various shareholders; and

-

Bank accounts are not taxed in any jurisdiction that we know of.

“The Rise Fund, a US-based investment firm managed by PSG Growth…”

-

The Rise Fund is a fund, not a firm;

-

It is managed by TPG Growth, not PSG Growth.

“Cork Bush is a Botswana company owned by Keith Vincent and Nick
Stone.”

Keith Vincent does not own any equity in Cork Bush.

“AWH says that chief of the reasons to de-list is to save on exorbitant listing
fees, which Wilderness can no longer afford because Wilderness shares
are underperforming on the stock market.”

-

Article number two. - “How wilderness cashed in”
Gazette Newspaper statement
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“Wilderness…has since 2018 made over P10 billion in revenue derived
through operating lucrative tourism concessions here in Botswana…”

-

-

None of the italicised words have been used by AWH and this statement is a figment of the author’s imagination;

-

Total group revenue (including revenue in all seven countries of operation) since 2018 will be no more than P1.35 billion (annual financial statements are being
audited at this time);
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The correct figure for (restated) turnover for the period, for Botswana, amounted to just under P3.3 billion, approximately a third of the figure of P10
billion claimed.
We are also proud to say that Wilderness’ third largest shareholder is the Botswana Public Officers’
“…but the money trail shows hundreds of millions were gobbled up
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Total income tax paid by the group over that period amounted to P205 million, not the P256 million claimed, but it should be noted that this includes income
taxes paid to revenue authorities in other countries as well;
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-

It is useful to note that the ratio of income tax paid by Wilderness to dividends paid to shareholders averaged 1.54 over the last five years, indicating that the
respective governments yielded 50% more from the business, in direct income tax, than did shareholders. This ratio is more than double that achieved by other
Botswana-listed companies in the sector. Note also that this figure excludes other revenues to government in the form of VAT and other taxes and payments,
lease and concession fees and royalties etc. Our calculations for Botswana show that, when these additional payments are taken into account, Government
on average (over the last three years), collected 125% more revenue from the business than shareholders did.
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“…but the company never specifies what kind of costs…”

-

Detailed information on individual line items of costs are commercially sensitive and typically not disclosed by companies. Wilderness’ disclosures are made
strictly in accordance with the regulations of the BSEL and the JSE, as well as with International Financial Reporting Standards;
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The loan in question is in fact from Wilderness Safaris Limited (Bermuda) to Wilderness Tours Limited (Zambia), not the other way around as the article alleges.
This error of fact renders the whole allegation being made - that profits are being moved from high tax to low tax jurisdictions - baseless. In any event, the fact
that a loan is being made from one subsidiary to another is normal corporate practise and does not result in taxes being evaded, as is alleged.
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declared as dividends to shareholders;

-

There is no parent company of Wilderness Holdings and any payments to related parties, such as shareholders, are at arms-length and disclosed in accordance

with the relevant international reporting standards and stock exchange listings regulations;
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We welcome engagement with the Press and are always available to discuss and clarify where subject matter may not be familiar to a reporter. This we will continue to do as transparency forms a significant principle of how we operate.

Our journeys change lives
www.wilderness-safaris.com

